Several sinologists have compared Chinese xjwɨjX 'burn' or 火 xwaX 'fire' to an Old Tibetan word smye 'fire' . No such Old Tibetan word exists. Instead, mye is the Old Tibetan word for fire and smye, also spelled dmeḥ, means 'stain, impurity, sin' . Tibetan evidence in this case does not support a reconstruction *sm-in Old Chinese.
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N.W. Hill / Cahiers de Linguistique Asie Orientale 42 (2013) [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] (2012: 7) cite such a word, 2 comparing it to Chinese xjwɨjX 'burn' or 火 xwaX 'fire'. 3 These authors provide no discussion of smye 'fire', and make no reference to Tibetan documents or lexicographical resources. A number of citations from Old Tibetan documents make clear that mye is the usual Old Tibetan word for 'fire '. 4 ( 2) Mei's write "WT me < mye < smye 'fire'" (2012: 7) . This form of presentation is ambiguous as to whether he regards smye as an attested form or a reconstruction, but since he does not mark it with an asterix, he probably intends it as an attested form.
3) Chinese romanization conforms to Baxter's (1992) enter-v wealth-ass meet-cvb mo bzaṅo prognosis good 'From the mouth of the god Ḥo-de Guṅ-rgyal: when the king acts as a god, he raises his visage; when a royal subject acts as the lord, he raises his face. When they make a fire in the land of gods, they sing in the land of men. Human, not finding wealth in your house, take to the road, and you will meet with wealth. This is a good prognosis. ' (IOL Tib J 740, ll. 70-72, cf. Dotson 2007: 21-22 burning-ass tail cloth quote do-cvb 'My father's tail was wrapped in a thousand pieces of cloth and then stuck into ten thousand ounces of butter. Fire was then lit and he was killed.' They did the same to Hanumanta. The fire burned and he shook his tail vigorously.' (Rama A, IOL Tib J 737.1, ll. 269-271, cf. de Jong 1989: 35) When the word smye does occur it does not mean 'fire'. In example (8) Dotson translates 'sores'.
(8) Smra-bon-ziṅ-ba-yis / Smra-bon-ziṅ-ba-agn kha smye gaṅs-la bgrus / mouth sore snow-all wash lag smye mtsho-las bkrus hand sore lake-abl wash '(The healer) Smra-bon-ziṅ-ba washes (the patient's) mouth sores in snow and washes his hand sores in the lake.' (PT 1285 , ll. 41-42, cf. Dotson 2008 A translation 'stain' would also work, and perhaps take better account of the washing; such a translation also fits example (9).
(9) smye gtor-gyi sñiṅ-po-la / stain dispel-gen heart-all om a ḥbri te hum phād // 'For the essence which dispels stains, "Oṃ ajite (?) hūṃ phaṭ".' (IOL Tib J 149.2, folio 13 verso, l. 5, cf. Dalton and van Schaik 2006: 24) Example (10) The older brother said: he who takes no heed for appropriate and inappropriate will be agitated in governance; he who takes no heed for food will loose his life by poison; he who takes no heed of wives will be a friend; he who takes no heed for clean and stained, (that) man takes vile rebirth; he who takes no heed of cold and warm, (that) man becomes ill.' (Dialogue of two brothers, PT 1283, ll. 297-300) It is tempting to tie smye with dme(ḥ), a word which refers to a class of grievous polluting crimes including incest, fratricide, and "impurity between members of religious fraternities" (Dotson 2009: 95 note 183 The law as to whether or not to count it as fratricide when an arrow, shot (?), strikes a relative. From ministerial rank down to the common masses, when shooting (?) at game etc. with an arrow, if between an older and younger brother one dies, as to whether or not to count it as fratricide, [it is decided according to] the 5) For a discussion of źaṅ-lon compare Dotson (2004, esp. pp. 79-82) . law of homicide, when someone kills the older or younger brother it is decided according to the law which (decides) whether it is to be counted as fratricide or not.' (PT 1072, 48-51) One instance of dme in the Sum-pa Mother's Sayings clearly does not mean 'fratricide', but rather a spiritual defect. Laufer had previously to men-tog 'flower' as another such example (1914: 99) . Two other words also show a pronounced tendency to not palatalize, namely bud-med 'woman' and phra-men 'gilt silver ' (cf. Takata 2006 : 164, Dotson 2007 : 8 note 7). 6 Although the reasons why dmeḥ, men-tog, bud-med, and phra-men tend not to palatalize remain for the moment obscure, the presence of the -y-medial in smye in no way weighs against its identification with dmeḥ. Fluctuation in the presence of final -ḥ is so common in Old Tibetan as to require no comment here (cf. Hill 2005: 115-118) .
Jäschke (1880) gives the word rme-ba, with the variant spellings dmeba and sme-ba, as having the three definitions 'spot, speck, mark', 'detestable sin', and 'uncleanliness of food'. Thus, the word, together with its variable spellings, is also known in later documents.
The words smye and dmeḥ appear to be in complementary distribution with smye in PT 1285, IOL Tib J 149.2, and PT 1283, but dme(ḥ) in IOL Tib J 750, PT 1071, PT 1072, and IOL Tib J 730. This distribution supports the identification of the two spellings and opens the possibility that this variation in spelling is a Merkmal, which together with other criteria, could serve to stratify manuscripts diachronically.
Because those sinologists who cite a word smye 'fire' in Old Tibetan cite no document or Tibetan lexicographical work in support of this form, it is not possible to trace with certainty how this ghost made its debut. However, a probably source is F. W. Thomas [taking] as much as half a sheep's dung, in just a little water, in a small tube (tse-gur), boil it over the fire (read: mye-la ?) until it dissolves (bźus-bskol).' (Thomas 1935-1963: vol. ii, pp. 397-398, Thomas' transcription and translation) 7 The reading smye, marked by brackets, is insecure with rmye and sgye also offered as possible readings in a footnote. A supplementary note to this passage writes with more certainty "smye (mye) for me (mye) 'fire'" Note that PT 1071 has both phra men (x13) and phra myen (x1). 7) Takeuchi transliterates sman ḥdi-las lug ril phyed tsam / chu ñuṅ śas tsam-gi naṅ-du / tshe gu źig-gi naṅ-du myi-la bźus bskol-te źu-ba-daṅ (1997-1998: 119, #366) . (Thomas 1935 (Thomas -1963 . Referring to this passage, smye 'fire' is included in the glossary with the laconic entry "smye = mye 'fire'" (Thomas 1935 -1963 .
A digital image of the document under magnification appears instead to present the straightforward mye where Thomas reads smye (cf. Also seeing my-rather than smy-, Takeuchi reads the akṣara as myi (1998: 119, #366). Nonetheless, the vowel diacritic in Table 1 is distinct from the 'i' seen in Table 2 (b and c) and 'fire' makes better sense in the passage than 'person' (myi) or 'not' (myi). In short, Thomas is correct to understand this word as 'fire', but the text does not read smye but simply mye. The inclusion of a word smye 'fire' in Thomas' glossary is a mistake.
Mei (2012) invokes the sequence *sm-> x-in Old Chinese to account for 諧聲 xiéshēng contacts between words with Middle Chinese m-and words with Middle Chinese x-(e.g. 滅 mjiet < *mjiat 'destroy', 烕 xjwiet < *smjiat 'extinguish, destroy'). Mei reconstructs xjwɨjX 'burn' as *smjədx, and pointing to purported Old Tibetan smye 'fire', regards the s-in Old Chinese as "confirmed by comparative evidence" (2012: 7) . In fact smye 'fire' is a ghost word; the real word for fire in Old Tibetan, namely mye, provides no support for an s-prefix in Old Chinese. In contrast, Sagart and Baxter (2012) reconstruct such instances of x-with *m̥ -(i.e. 滅 mjiet < *met 'destroy' and 烕 xjwiet < *m̥ et 'extinguish, destroy'). Sagart (1999: 159) reconstructs xjwɨjX < *
